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ABSTRACT

This paper deals with Field Variable and Experiential Meaning in Flora Nwapa’s One Is Enough. 
The theory that underpins this study is systemic functional linguistics, which is one of the 
approaches proposed by scholars such as linguists M.A.K Halliday, S. Eggins, J. R. Martin, 
R. Fowler, J. D. Benson to mention but a very few, for the study of language and its function(s). 
In this system, the study of language involves three functional labels: experiential, interpersonal 
and textual meanings. The study of these different functional labels helps to have a deeper 
understanding of a text. This study aims at describing and analysing linguistic features which 
connote experiential meaning in One Is Enough so as to uncover the deep messages conveyed 
through the novel and provide a new interpretation of it. Both quantitative and qualitative 
methods have been used in this study. Thus, two extracts have been selected from One Is Enough 
and systemic functional linguistic theories have been applied to each of them. The linguistic 
description and analysis of One Is Enough has revealed that women are the most active, talkative 
and most mentally involved in the different issues discussed in the selected Texts. The results 
also indicate to what extent children are important in African families. The discussion and 
interpretation of these results has enabled the researcher to contend that the deep messages 
conveyed through One Is Enough mainly concern the importance of children and consequences 
of childlessness in African societies.

Key words: Metafunctions, Register Variables, Systemic Functional Linguistics, Transitivity 
Patterns

INTRODUCTION
Flora Nwapa is a Nigerian female novelist who has produced 
various literary works of great value. This paper is an at-
tempt to study one of her fictions entitled One Is Enough. 
The compelling reason for choosing this author is her idio-
lect and more precisely, her conversational narrative style. 
Particular interest has been put on her conversational style 
in that dialogue is an important linguistic feature through 
which register variables (field , tenor and mode ) as well as 
metafunctions (experiential , interpersonal and textual mean-
ings ) can easily be described. The theory that underpins this 
work is systemic functional linguistics. In this system, the 
study of language involves three functional labels: experi-
ential, interpersonal and textual meanings. This study only 
focuses on experiential meaning which involves one major 
system that is the system of transitivity. Indeed, this system 
aims at describing meanings about the world, about experi-
ence, about how people perceive what is going on. Halliday 
(1971) contends that ‘it is through the experiential function 
that the speaker or writer embodies in language his experi-
ence of phenomena of the real world; and this includes his 
experience of the internal world of his own consciousness.’ 
This paper aims to describe linguistic features which con-
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note experiential meaning in One Is Enough in order to ex-
plore participants’ reactions, cognitions, perceptions as well 
as their linguistic acts of speaking and understanding. The 
study also aims to provide a new interpretation of the select-
ed novel. On the basis of quantitative and qualitative meth-
ods, two extracts have been selected from One Is Enough 
and systemic functional linguistic theories have been applied 
to each of them for the purpose of describing meanings about 
the world, about experience, about how people perceive 
what is going on.

METHODOLOGY

As mentioned in the introduction, both quantitative and 
qualitative methods have been used in this study. Quanti-
tative research is an objective approach in the sense that 
it only seeks precise measurements and analysis of target 
concepts to answer inquiry. This method is, in Creswell’s 
(2003) terms, ‘designed to test cause-consequence theo-
ries by conducting experiments and surveys and observing, 
comparing and measuring variables’ (Creswell 2003). It 
aims to quantify data and generalize results from a sample 
of the population of interest. Sampling is a fact of selecting 
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a sample of something, a sample being a part of a whole that 
is looked at to see what the rest is like (Hornby, 1989). So, 
basing on this method, two extracts have been selected from 
One Is Enough and systemic functional linguistic theories 
have been applied to each of them. Qualitative research 
is collecting, analysing and interpreting data by observing 
what people do and say. It is a subjective approach as the 
researcher tends to become immersed in the subject mat-
ter. For Osuala (2007), ‘this research method is of particu-
lar benefit to the practitioner  because qualitative reports are 
not presented as statistical summations but rather in a more 
descriptive and narrative style ’ (Osuala, 2007: 175). Here, 
the statistical results found from the quantitative research 
have been analysed, interpreted and more importantly, the 
reasons that underpin those statistics have been explained 
as well.

THEORETICAL UNDERPINNING
The theory that underpins this research work is that of sys-
temic functional linguistics. This theory views language 
as a social semiotic a resource people use to accomplish 
their purposes by expressing meanings in contexts. It must 
be noted that the concept of context is very important in 
language study. A text taken out of its context undoubted-
ly raises problems of misunderstandings. This leads Wid-
dowson (2004) to assert that: ‘…we identify a stretch of 
language as text when we recognize that it is intended to 
be related to a context. How we interpret a text is a matter 
of realizing that relationship’ (Widdowson, 2004: 36). It is 
important to mention that the concept of context consists of 
three strata: context of culture, context of situation and co-
text. Firth (1957) views context of situation as ‘a suitable 
schematic construct to related categories at a different level 
from grammatical categories but rather of the same abstract 
nature’ (Firth, 1957: 182) There is a close relationship be-
tween language and context. Context determines and is con-
structed by the choice of language. In this sense Leckie-Tar-
ry, (1993:33-34) views the interaction between text and 
context as that of the form of the nexus between language 
and society. In fact, language considered as a system – its 
lexical items and grammatical categories – is related to its 
context of culture whereas its specific text and component 
parts are related to its context of situation. In other words, 
context of culture is related to genre, context of situation is 
related to register whereas co-text is related to the discourse 
itself. It is important to mention that context of situation is 
the stratum that underpins this research work. More specif-
ically, context of situation consists of three aspects called 
register variables: field, tenor and mode. This study focuses 
only on field variable.

Register Variables
Bloor &Bloor (2004) argue that when people use language 
to make meanings, they do so in specific situations, and 
the form of the language that they use in discourse is influ-
enced by the complex aspects of situation. Halliday (1978) 
finds the concept of register as ‘a useful abstraction link-

ing variations of language to variations of social context’. 
(Halliday, 1978:64) As for him, a register is constituted by 
‘the linguistic features which are typically associated with 
a configuration of situational features—with particular val-
ues of the field, mode and tenor’ (Halliday, 1976:22). It 
must be noted that in systemic functional linguistics, the 
organisation of context correlates with the organisation of 
grammar. This means that there is a strong association be-
tween each of the three register variables and Metafunc-
tions: field is related to experiential meaning, tenor is relat-
ed to interpersonal meaning and mode is related to textual 
meaning. As mentioned above, this research work focuses 
on the analysis of field with its related metafunction, expe-
riential meaning. Indeed, register analysis is of a great im-
portance. In this sense, Marco (2001) contends that register 
analysis ‘provides the necessary link between a communi-
cative act and the context of situation in which it occurs’ 
(Marco, 2001: 1).

Field and Experiential Meaning

Field refers to what is happening, to the nature of social ac-
tion that is taking place. It answers such questions as what 
is that the participant is engaged in. In other words, it refers 
to the topics and actions which language is used to express. 
Experiential is concerned with making sense of the world, 
with constructing reality as configuration of people, places 
and things, what they do, who or what they do them to and 
where, when, how and why they do them. The description 
of experiential meaning involves one major system that is 
the system of transitivity. This system aims at describing 
the meaning about the world, about experience, about how 
people perceive what is going on. Halliday (1985a) refers to 
transitivity as the grammar of the clause as the representa-
tion of the processes and accounts for the fundamentals of 
this grammar. As for Bloor and Bloor (2004), a process is 
divided into three parts:
• The process itself, which includes material, mental, ver-

bal, behavioral, existential and relational.
• The participants, which are associated with certain pro-

cess types as illustrated in Table 1 below.
• The circumstances, which are the types of participants 

that can occur with all process types. According to Bloor 
& Bloor (2004:131), circumstances are the elements 
which carry a semantic load but are neither process nor 
participant. They conflate with Adjunct and their gram-
matical realisation is adverbial group or prepositional 
phrase. There are a total number of seven circumstanc-
es: extent (duration, distance), cause, location in time 
and space, matter, manner (means, quality, and compar-
ison), role, accompaniment.

The description and analysis of transitivity patterns help 
uncover meanings about the world, about experience, about 
how people perceive what is going on. Halliday (1971) con-
tends that ‘it is through the experiential function that the 
speaker or writer embodies in language his experience of 
phenomena of the real world; and this includes his experi-
ence of the internal world of his own consciousness.’
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FIELD AND EXPERIENTIAL MEANING IN ONE 
IS ENOUGH

Field in Texts 1 and 2
The field of Text 1 is: Childlessness: a determination of a 
mother-in-law (Obiora’s mother) to put an end to a barren 
marriage after six years of marital life whereas the one of 
Text 2 is related to: Information about the resignation of a 
priest (Izu) father of twins: unsuccessful attempt by Izu and 
his future mother in law (Amaka’s mother) to persuade a 
woman (Amaka) to accept a marriage.

Experiential Meaning in Texts 1 and 2: Transitivity Analysis
Thorough clause-by-clause transitivity analyses of Texts 1 
and 2 are presented in the appendices. The Table 1 below 
displays the statistics of the different process types identified 
in both Texts 1 and 2.

Table 2 shows that material processes are predominant in 
both Texts 1 [35.86%] and 2 [39.74%]. In both Texts, there are 
roughly the same high proportions of mental processes and 
relatively high proportions of verbal ones. The behavioural 
processes are in very low proportions whereas the existential 
ones are almost nonexistent in both Texts. The intensive rela-
tional are also high in proportions whereas the possessive ones 
are very low in both Texts. It is now important to separately 
carry out the analysis of each category of process types in or-
der to identify in these Texts, who does what, to whom, where, 
when, how and why. For this purpose, Table 3 below displays 
the percentage distribution of the participants’ material, men-
tal physiological and psychological actions or reactions.

Material processes 

Text 1

There are 85 material processes representing 35.86% of the 
total number of processes in Text 1. Participants perform 
either tangible/concrete actions or actions involving move-
ment of the body. The clause-by-clause transitivity analysis 
of Text 1 has been presented in Appendix 1. The proportions 
of transitive and intransitive processes as well as active and 
passive processes are as follows: transitive processes 68/85 
[80%]; intransitive processes 12/85 [14.11%] active process-
es 80/85 [94.11%]; passive processes 05/85 [06.25%]. These 
statistics show that transitive processes are predominant 
in Text 1 whereas the intransitive ones are in low propor-
tions. In the same way, active processes are highly dominant 
whereas the passive ones are in very low proportions. The 
following clauses have been selected for illustration:
 (4) how many times I have visited your home?
 (24) it will end today
 (111) We have performed all the ceremonies
 (121) She was brought back to herself by her mother-in-

law’s words
It must be noted that the material processes ‘visited’ and 

‘performed’ respectively in clauses (4), and (111) are transi-
tive as they require two participants (actor and goal) for their 
complementation whereas the one in clause (24) ‘will end’ is 
intransitive as it requires only one participant for its comple-
mentation. It must also be noted that the transitive material 
process in clause (121) ‘was brought back’ is passive. The 

Table 1. Processes with their related participants
Processes Participants
Material Actor, goal, beneficiary, range
Mental Senser, phenomenon
Verbal Sayer, receiver, verbiage
Behavioural Behaver, behaviour
Existential Existent
Relational Carrier/attribute, token/value, possessor/possessed

 Table 2. Statistics of process types in texts 1 and 2 
Process 
types

Text 1 Text 2
Number Percentage Number Percentage

Material 85 35.86 95 39.74
Mental 52 21.94 47 19.66
Verbal 35 14.76 38 15.89
Behavioural 07 02.95 08 03.34
Existential 02 00.84 01 00.41
Relational

Intensive 50 21.09 43 17.99
Possessive 06 02.53 07 02.92

Total 237 100 239 100

 Table 3. Percentage distribution of participants’ actions and reactions
Material Mental Verbal Behavioural

Text 1
Amaka 25 [29.41%] 31 [59.61%] 19 [54.28%] 03 [42.85%]
Obiora’s mother 20 [23.52%] 12 [23.07%] 08 [22.85%] 04 [57.14%]
Obiora 16 [18.82%] nil 04 [11.42%] nil

Text 2
Izu 30 [31.57%] 10 [21.27%] 11 [28.94%] 02 [25%]
Amaka 17 [17.89%] 18 [38.29%] 07 [18.42%] 03 [37.5%]
Amaka’s mother 17 [17.89%] nil 09 [23.68%] 02 [25%]
Ayo 17 [17.89%] 11 [23.40%] 08 [21.05%] 01 [12.5%]
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statistics displayed in Table 3 show that Amaka, Obiora’s 
mother and Obiora are the most active participants in Text 1.

Text 2
There are 95 material processes representing 39.74% of the 
total number of processes in Text 2. Participants perform 
either tangible/concrete actions or actions involving move-
ment of the body. The clause-by-clause transitivity analysis 
of Text 2 has been presented in Appendix 2. The proportions 
of transitive and intransitive processes as well as active and 
passive processes are as follows: transitive processes 81/95 
[85.26%]; intransitive processes 11/95 [11.57%]; active pro-
cesses 92/95 [96.84%]; passive processes 03/95 [03.15%]. 
It appears that transitive processes are predominant in Text 
2 whereas the intransitive ones are in low proportions. Simi-
larly, active processes are highly dominant whereas the pas-
sive ones are in very low proportions. The following clauses 
have been selected for illustration:

(1a) Izu drove in
(17) I have left the priesthood
(50) and when her mother finished
(189)  A new bottle of whisky was brought in on a tray by 

Izu himself
(190) Amaka’s mother poured libations
The material processes in (1a) ‘drove’ (transitive) ex-

presses movement on a distance whereas those in (17) ‘have 
left’ (transitive), and (190) ‘poured’ (transitive), express con-
crete actions. It is important to note that the transitive materi-
al process in clause (189) ‘was brought’ is passive.

Mental processes 
Text 1

There are 52 mental processes representing 21.94% of all 
process types in Text 1. The clause-by-clause transitivity 
analysis presented in Appendix 1 includes the following se-
lected clauses:

(16) Did you hear me?
(78) I knew your plight
(188) She felt
It must be mentioned that mental the process ‘hear’ in 

clause (16) is a process of perception, the one in clause (78) 
‘knew’ is ranged in the category of cognition whereas ‘felt’ 
in clause (188) is ranged in the category of affection. The sta-
tistics displayed in Table 3 show that Amaka has been highly 
involved in mental reactions with a proportion of 59.61% of 
the total number of mental processes.

Text 2
There are 47 mental processes representing 19.66% of all 
process types in Text 2. The clause-by-clause transitivity 
analysis presented in Appendix 2 includes the following se-
lected clauses:

(11) If Amaka does not want marriage now
(30) the three women looked at each other blankly
(77) Yes, whether she likes it or not

(153) She understood Amaka’s point of view, of course
The mental processes such as ‘want’, ‘likes’, respectively 

in clauses (11), (77), are in the category of affection , ‘under-
stood’ in clause (153) is ranged in the category of cognition 
whereas ‘looked at’ in clause (30) is a process of perception. 
The statistics displayed in Table 3 show that Amaka has been 
the most involved in mental processes with a proportion of 
38.29% of the total number of mental processes in Text 2.

Verbal processes

Text 1

There are 35 verbal processes representing 14.76% of all 
process types in Text 1. The clause-by-clause transitivity 
analysis presented in Appendix 1 includes the following se-
lected clauses:

(2)Tell me, my son’s wife
(8) but Amaka said nothing
(9) Well, since you cannot answer me
(93) Yesterday, when I talked to you
The statistics in Table 3 show that Amaka has proved to 

be the most talkative participant followed by Obiora’s moth-
er and Obiora.

Text 2

There are 38 verbal processes representing 15.89% of all 
process types in Text 2. The clause-by-clause transitivity 
analysis presented in Appendix 2 includes the following se-
lected clauses:

(2) Amaka’s mother welcomed him profusely
(179) Mother, he said in his sweet way
(183) My son, you have called me mother
(210) I must thank you, Mother
As mentioned in Table 3, the most talkative participants 

are Izu, Amaka’s mother, Ayo and Amaka.

Behavioural processes

Text 1

There are 07 behavioural processes representing 02.95% of 
all process types in Text 1. The clause-by-clause transitivity 
analysis presented in Appendix 1 has helped identify the fol-
lowing behavioural processes:

(6) And she paused
(13) Amaka swallowed
(84) I laughed at him
(96) how I watched you?
(97) I watched you
(114) She began to tremble
(117) So she did not faint
It must be noted that Obiora’s mother has used 

04 (57.14%) behavioural processes whereas Amaka has 
used 03 (42.85%). The behaver role has been played by 
Amaka in clauses (13), (114) and (117) to express her at-
titude about the high pressure her mother-in-law has been 
putting on her whereas in clauses (6), (84), (96) and (97) 
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Obiora’s mother seriously influences Amaka through phys-
iological and psychological reactions for the purpose of de-
moralizing her.

Text 2

There are 08 behavioural processes representing 03.34% 
of all process types in Text 2. The clause-by-clause transitiv-
ity analysis presented in Appendix 1 has helped identify the 
following behavioural processes:

(6) He was relaxed among the three women
(7b) He smiled at them
(31) Amaka’s mother slept badly
(32) As for Amaka, she slept very well
(45)  Amaka should not shy away from marriage because 

of her previous experiences
(70) I will not die
(85) when you slept with him
(120)  Ayo smiled in spite of the seriousness of the whole 

thing
It is important to mention here that the participants in-

volved in physiologically and psychological reactions are 
Amaka (37.5%), Izu (25%), Amaka’s mother (25%), and 
Ayo (12.5 %).

Relational processes

Text 1

There are 56 relational processes in Text 1. The clause-by-
clause transitivity analysis presented in Appendix 1 includes 
the following selected clauses:

(34) He is a stupid son
(41) his house would have been full of children by now
(80) you are barren
(118) Obiara has two sons by another woman
(113) At this, Amaka was utterly shocked
It must be noted that the intensive relational processes 

‘is’, ‘would have been’ and ‘are’ respectively in clauses (34), 
(41) and (80) have been used by Obiara’s mother not only 
to condemn her son for having married a barren woman but 
also to deplore the fact that he has not many children. The 
statistics below show the proportions of the different catego-
ries of relational processes identified in Text 1:
• Intensive processes: 50 [89.28%]
• Possessive processes: 06 [10.71%]

Causative processes: 00 [00%]
The above statistics show that intensive processes are 

dominant in number, possessive ones are very low whereas 
causative are completely non existent.

Text 2

There are 50 relational processes in Text 2. The clause-by-
clause transitivity analysis presented in Appendix 2 includes 
the following selected clauses:

(5) The twins were in the cots, wide awake
(22b) and they still remain in the priesthood
(43) She would have contracts

(185) I have no schnapps
(206) This is the society
(207) that we all belong to
The relational processes ‘were’ ‘remain’ and ‘is’ in claus-

es (5), (22b) and (206) are intensive whereas ‘would have’, 
‘have’ and ‘belong’ in clauses (43), (185) and (207) are pos-
sessive. The statistics below show the proportions of the dif-
ferent categories of relational processes identified in Text 2:
• Intensive processes: 43 [84.31%]
• Possessive processes: 07 [02.92%]
• Causative processes: 00 [00%]

It appears that in Text 2, relational processes are dom-
inant [84.31%] while possessive ones are very low in pro-
portions whereas causative processes are completely absent.

Existential processes

Text 1

Only two existential processes have been identified in Text 1:
(138) and there is nobody fairer than I am in this com-

munity of ours
(173) and there was no money to send it in for repairs
It is important to note that existential processes are almost 

nonexistent in this text and have been used in negative clauses.

Text 2

Only one existential process has been identified in Text 2: 
(28) There was a mild threat in his words. Here too, existen-
tial processes are almost nonexistent.

Circumstances in Texts 1 and 2

Text 1

High proportions of circumstances have been identified in 
Text 1. The transitivity analysis carried out in Appendix 1has 
helped identified 67 circumstances which include the fol-
lowing categories: extent 03 [04.47%]; Cause 03 [04.47%]; 
Location 47 [70.14%]; Matter 02 [02.98%]; Manner 09 
[13.43%]; Accompaniment; 03 [04.47%]. It appears that lo-
cation circumstances are dominant in Text 1, extent cause, 
matter and accompaniment circumstances are almost nonex-
istent whereas manner circumstances are relatively import-
ant in proportions.

Text 2

Here too, high proportions of circumstances have been 
identified in Text 2. The transitivity analysis carried out in 
Appendix 2 has helped identified 98 circumstances which 
include the following categories: extent 06 [06.12%]; Cause 
05 [05.10%]; Location 53 [54.08%]; Matter 04 [04.05%]; 
Manner 27 [27.55%]; Accompaniment; 03 [03.06%]. It ap-
pears that location circumstances are predominant in Text 2, 
extent cause, matter and accompaniment circumstances are 
almost nonexistent whereas manner circumstances are im-
portant in proportions.
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DISCUSSION AND INTERPRETATION OF THE 
FINDINGS

Discussion of the Findings from Text 1
The results presented above show that material processes are 
dominant in Text 1. This indicates that this Text is concerned 
with actions. Indeed, the most active participants are Amaka 
(29.41%), Obiora’s mother (23.52%) and Obiora (18.82%). 
This suggests that these three participants have been in the 
centre of the actions performed in Text 1. It must be noted that 
after six (6) years of marriage with Obiora, Amaka has been 
visited six (6) times by her mother-in-law. Obiora’s mother 
has kept on visiting Amaka for six years for the purpose of 
verifying whether she is pregnant or not. This indicates to 
what extent children are important in African families. It must 
be pointed out that Obiora’s mother considers herself as the 
centre of Obiora’s couple. The proportion of material process-
es she has used confirms this: Amaka (29.41%) - Obiora’s 
mother (23.52%) - Obiora (18.82%) With 23.52% of material 
processes, Obiora’s mother occupies a middle position. This 
indicates her high degree of interference in the couple for the 
purpose of separating Amaka from Obiora. In the same way, 
active processes are highly dominant whereas the passive ones 
are in very low proportions. This indicates the effectuality of 
material processes and thus confirms that participants in Text 
1 are very active. The statistics displayed in Table 3 show that 
Amaka, Obiora’s mother and Obiora have performed more 
than 70% of actions in Text 1. This explains the reason why 
emphasis has been put on them in this analysis.

The results also show a high proportion of mental pro-
cesses indicating a high degree of mental reactions by partici-
pants in Text 1. In fact, Amaka has used 31 mental processes. 
This high proportion is due to three majors situations. First, 
Amaka is still childless after six years of marriage. Second, 
she is threatened by her mother-in-law who merely orders her 
to leave the house. Third, she is informed by her mother-in-
law that Obiora has two sons from another woman. These 
three situations explain her high involvement in mental re-
actions. Verbal processes represent 14.76% and indicate that 
the participants have expressed themselves and exchanged 
information as well. The very low proportion of behavioural 
processes (02.95%) suggests that this Text is less concerned 
with bodily behaviour. In fact, Obiora’s mother has done ev-
erything necessary to demoralize Amaka. It must be pointed 
out that bodily behaviour can help not only to communicate 
or express emotion but also to demoralize people. This can be 
noticed through the physiological reactions of Amaka: (114) 
‘She began to tremble’ (117) ‘so she did not faint’. Existential 
processes are almost non-existent in this Text (00.84%). Their 
presence nevertheless indicates that the actions performed by 
participants are sometimes framed as existing. The relatively 
important proportions of relational processes (21.09%) indi-
cate that this Text is concerned with defining and describing 
participants as well as events and happenings.

Discussion of the Findings from Text 2
In Text 2, the most active participants are respectively Izu 
(31.57%), Amaka (17.89%), Amaka’s mother (17.89%) and 

Ayo (17.89%). Izu has proved to be very active because as 
priest of God, he has no child. But his relation with Amaka has 
enabled him to have twins. This explains the reasons why he 
has been so active. As far as Amaka is concerned, she has been 
less active than Izu because she wants a free relation without 
marriage. The following sentence confirms this: (56) ‘I am not 
going to marry Izu.’ Amaka’s mother has used the same propor-
tion of material processes as Amaka. Unlike Obiara’s mother in 
Text 1, Amaka’s mother has interfered not to separate Amaka 
from Izu but to encourage her to marry him. The following 
clauses and sentences illustrate this: (74) ‘Amaka will marry 
Izu’ (90) ‘This man has given you such lovely boys’ (97) ‘and 
I will not stand by//and let my daughter ruin such a good man.’ 
Through material processes, Amaka’s mother not only encour-
ages her daughter to marry Izu but almost forces her to do so. 
She has even performed some concrete actions for this pur-
pose. The most important actions concern her visit to Izu and 
the libations she has poured to join both families. The follow-
ing clauses and sentences illustrate this: (107) ‘Then take me to 
Izu’s house’ (190) ‘Amaka’s mother poured libations implying 
that both families had been joined together already.’

On superficial examination, it can be said that this is a 
forced marriage. But on a deep and close scrutiny, it must be 
pointed out that Amaka’s mother is just encouraging Amaka 
to marry Izu for the reasons that are listed below:
• Izu is a priest of God, as such, he is considered as a good 

man,
• Izu has left the priesthood for Amaka’s sake,
• Izu has succeeded in making Amaka pregnant unlike 

Obiara who has failed to do so
• after six years of marriage,
• Amaka has given birth to twins boys,
• No serious and wise mother encourages her daughter to 

a spinster’s life.
For the reasons listed above, Amaka’s mother has no 

choice but to encourage her daughter to marry Izu whom she 
(Amaka) has deliberately chosen.

In this Text, Amaka has used 18 mental processes. This pro-
portion still places her at a top position. Two reasons explain 
why Amaka has been less involved in mental reactions than in 
Text 1. First, her main major problem (childlessness) is solved. 
Second, she is only confronted with her mother’s insistence to 
marry Izu. Verbal processes in Text 2 represent 15.89%. This 
indicates that participants have expressed themselves and ex-
changed information as well. The low proportion of behavioural 
processes (03.34%) suggests that Text 2 is less concerned with 
bodily behaviour. Existential processes are almost non-existent 
in Text 2 (00.41%). Their presence nevertheless indicates that 
the actions performed by participants are framed as existing. 
The relatively important proportions of relational processes 
(17.099%) indicate that Text 2 is concerned with defining and 
describing participants as well as events and happenings.

Overall interpretation of the Findings
In the analyses carried out above, the statistics show that 
women are the main characters since they are the most ac-
tive, talkative and most mentally involved in the different 
issues discussed in the selected Texts. In Texts 1 and 2, Ama-
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ka, Obiora’s mother (Amaka’s mother-in-law), Amaka’s 
mother and Ayo (Amaka’s sister) are the dominant female 
characters. The results also indicate to what extent children 
are important in African families. Indeed, a childless woman 
cannot have a peaceful family in African societies. This view 
is shared by Mojola (1988) who observes that: ‘. in spite of 
the onerous responsibilities shouldered by the woman, she is 
“not a woman” if she is barren.’ (p. 124). In addition, parents 
in law have control on everything in African families. This 
is illustrated through Obiora’s mother’s high commitment to 
put an end to the marriage. It can thus be inferred from these 
analyses that the deep messages conveyed through One Is 
Enough mainly concern the importance of children and con-
sequences of childlessness in African societies.

CONCLUSION
This study has helped explore the participants’ reactions, cog-
nitions, perceptions as well as their linguistic acts of speaking 
and understanding in One Is Enough. The linguistic descrip-
tion and analysis of One Is Enough has revealed that women 
are the most active, talkative and most mentally involved in 
the different issues discussed in the selected Texts. In Text 1 
it has been found out that Amaka, Obiora’s mother and Obio-
ra are the most active participants respectively with 31.76%, 
23.52% and 20% of actions performed. Obiora’s mother con-
siders herself as the centre of Obiora’s couple. The propor-
tion of material processes she has used confirms this: Amaka 
(31.76%) - Obiora’s mother (23.52%) - Obiora (20%). With 
23.52% of material processes, Obiora’s mother occupies a 
middle position. This indicates that she is interfering in the 
couple for the purpose of separating Amaka from Obiora. The 
reason for this interference concerns Amaka’s childlessness. 
The high proportions of mental processes in Texts 1 and 2 
indicate a high degree of mental reactions by participants in 
both Texts. In Text 1 Amaka has used 31 mental processes for 
three major situations: she is still childless after six years of 
marriage; she is threatened by her mother-in-law who merely 
orders her to live the house; she is informed by her mother-
in-law that Obiora has two sons from another woman. These 
three situations explain her high involvement in mental reac-
tions. On the whole, the transitivity analyses have shown that 
the deep messages conveyed through One Is Enough main-
ly concern the importance of children and consequences of 
childlessness in African societies.
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ANALYSED APPENDICES

Transitivity Analyses of Texts 1 and 2

Keys:

P = process (in bold), Pm = material, Pme = mental, Pv = 
verbal, Pb = behavioural, Pe = existential, Pi = intensive, 
Pcc = circumstantial, Pp = possessive, Pc = causative, A = 
Actor, G = Goal, B = Beneficiary, R = Range, R =Recipient, 
Ct=Client, S=Senser, Ph = Phenomenon, Sy = Sayer, Rv = 
Receiver, Vb = Verbiage, Be = Behaver, Bh = Behaviour, 
X = Existent, T = Token, V = Value, Cr = Carrier, At = At-
tribute, Pr = possessor, Pd = possessed, C = Circumstance, 
Cl = location, Cx = extent, Cm = manner, Cc = cause, Ca = 
accompaniment, Cma = matter, Co = role, Ag = Agent.

Text 1 (extracted from ONE IS ENOUGH PP (13-16)

1-Obiora’s mother (A) continued (Pm): 2-‘Tell (Pv) me 
(Rv), my son’s wife (Sy), 3-since (Cl) you (A) married 
(Pm) my son (G), six years ago (Cl), 4-how many times (Cl) 
have I (A) visited (Pm) your home (G)? 5-Go ahead (Pm)//
and tell (Pv) me (Rv) how many times (Cl).’ 6-And she (Be) 
paused (Pb) 7-so that Amaka (Sy) could reply (Pv), 8-but 
Amaka (Sy) said (Pv) nothing (Vb). 9-‘Well, since you (Sy) 
cannot answer (Pv) me (Rv), 10-I (Sy) will tell (Pv) you 
(Rv). 11-This (Cr) is (Pi) the sixth time (Cl) 12-I (A) have 
visited (Pm) you (G).’ 13-Amaka (Be) swallowed (Pb),//-
and shifted (Pm) her position (G),//and said (Pv) to herself 
(Rv): 14-‘Well, I (Sy) asked (Pv) for this (Vb). 15-Six times 
indeed (Cl)!’ 16-‘Did you (S) hear (Pme) me (Ph)?’ 17-her 
mother-in-law (A) continued (Pm) 18-‘Yes, Mother, I (S) 
heard (Pme) you (Ph). 19-You (Sy) said (Pv) 20-you (A) 
had visited (Pm) six times (Cl) 21-we (A) were married 
(Pm) six years ago (Cl). 22-I (S) can hear (Pme) you very 
well, Mother (Ph).’ 23-‘Whether you (S) hear (Pme) or not, 
24-it (A) will end (Pm) today (Cl). 25-Everything (A) will 
end (Pm) today (Cl) 26-when I (A) finish (Pm) with you 
(Ca). 27-The hold you have on my son (A) will end (Pm) 
today (Cl). 28-Do you (S) hear (Pme) me (Ph)? 29-I (A) 
have waited (Pm) for six years (Cx), 30-and I (A) cannot 
wait (Pm) for even one day more (Cx). 31-Didn’t you (S) 
see (Pme) 32-how (Cm) I (A) hushed up (Pm) Obiara (G) 
33-when (Cl) he (A) came in (Pm) [to interfere? (Pm)] 34-
He (Cr) is (Pi) a stupid son (At). 35-Sometimes (Cl) I (Sy) 
wonder (Pv) 36-whether he (Cr) is (Pi) my son (At). 37-But 
I (S) know (Pme) 38-he (Cr) takes (Pi) after his useless fa-
ther (At),//making (Pm) [a lot of fuss without [backing 
(Pm) his fuss (G) with action (Cm)]] (G). 39-If my son (S) 
heard (Pme) me (Ph), 40-if he (S) listened (Pme) to me 
(Ph), 41-his house (Cr) would have been (Pi) full of chil-
dren (At) by now (Cl). 42-‘Let me (A) take (Pm) your points 
(G) one by one (Cm). 43-You (Sy) said (Pv) 44-you (S) saw 
(Pme) a doctor (Ph),//or are about [to see (Pme) a doctor 
(Ph) 45-who (A) could treat (Pm) you (G)]]]//and make 
(Pm) you pregnant (G). 46-I (Sy) say (Pv) 47-you (Cr) are 
(Pi) a liar (At). 48-All the doctors (Ph) you (S) saw (Pme)//
said (Pv) that you (Cr) were (Pi) incapable of [bearing 
(Pm) a child] (At). 49-You (Cr) were (Pi) dishonest (At) 

[not to tell (Pv) your husband 50-that he (A) was wasting 
(Pm) his strength on you (G)]. 51-I (S) know (Pme) your 
mother very well (Ph). 52-Do you (S) think (Pme) 53-that if 
she (Pr) had had (Pp) no child (Pd) in her husband’s place 
(Cl) 54- that she (Cr) would stay (Pi)? 55-She (Cr) is (Pi) a 
woman (At) 56-I (S) admire (Pme) very much (Cm). 57-We 
(Pr) have (Pp) a lot in common (Pd). 58-But I (S) should 
have thought (Pme) 59-that she (A) would have come 
(Pm) to me (G) 60-so that we (A) would put (Pm) our heads 
together (G)//and plan (Pm) what [to do (P)] (G). 61-Well, 
she (S) thought (Pme) 62 she (Cr) was (Pi) clever (At). 63-I 
(Sy) am going to tell (Pv) her (Rv) 64- that I (Cr) am (Pi) 
cleverer (At). 65-She (Cr) was blessed (Pi) 66-and I (Cr) 
was not (Pi). 67-Maybe that (Cr) was (Pi) what (At) 68- she 
(T) meant (Pi) by [keeping (Pi) quiet (V) all these years 
(Cl)]. 69-I (S) am surprised (Pme) at her (Ph). 70-She (Cr) 
was (Pi) the only one (At) 71-I (S) considered (Pme) 72-
when (Cl) my son (S) wanted (Pme) [to marry (Pm) you 
(G)]. 73-But it (Cr) did seem (Pi) 74-as if she (Cr) had 
changed (Pi) 75-or that she (Cr) had become (Pi) wicked 
(At). 76-Tell (Pv) me (Rv), 77-you (Sy) said (Pv) 78-I (S) 
knew (Pme) your plight (Ph). 79-What (Cr) is (Pi) your 
plight (At)? 80-You (Cr) are (Pi) barren (At). 81-That (Cr)’s 
(Pi) all, barren (At). 82-A year or so ago (Cl), you (Sy) said 
(Pv) you (Pr) had (Pp) a miscarriage (Pd). 83-My son (A) 
came (Pm) [to tell (Pv) me (Rv)]. 84-I (Be) laughed (Pb) at 
him (Bh). 85-I (A) did not let (Pm) him (G) [know (Pme) 
86- that you (A) were deceiving (Pm) him (G)]. 87-So, my 
son’s wife, you (Cr) were never (Pi) pregnant (At) 88-and 
you (Cr) never will be (Pi). 89-Get (Pme) that clear (Ph) in 
your mind (Cl). 90-I (Rv) have been told (Pv) this (Vb) by 
many native doctors (Sy) 91-and some of the doctors (G) 
you (A) have visited (Pm) 92-as I (T) mentioned (Pi) earli-
er (Cl). 93-‘Yesterday (Cl), when (Cl) I (Sy) talked (Pv) to 
you (Rv) 94-and you (S) flared up (Pme), 95-didn’t you (S) 
see (Pme) 96-how (Cm) I (Be) watched (Pb) you (Bh)?97- I 
(Be) watched (Pb) you (Bh)//and sized (Pme) you up (Ph)//
and saw (Pme) 98- that you (Cr) were (Pi) a big fool (At). 
99-Didn’t you (S) see (Pme) 100-how (Cm) I (A) hushed 
up (Pm) my son (G) this morning (Cl)? 101-I (A) hushed 
(Pm) him up (G) too last night (Cl),//and stopped (Pm) him 
(G) from [striking (Pm) you] (G) 102-because he (S) want-
ed (Pme) [to strike (Pm) you] (G) 103-when (Cl) you (S) 
flared up (Pme). 104-I (S) thought (Pme) 105-they (Sy) 
said (Pm) 106-that those who (A) went (Pm) to school (G)//
did not get (Pi) angry (At) easily (Cm), 107-that they (S) 
controlled (Pme) their temper (Ph), 108-unlike us who (S) 
did not see (Pme) the inside of a classroom (Ph)//nor bore 
(Pm) the teachers’ whips (G). 109-My son (Pr) has (Pp) two 
sons (Pd) 110-and tomorrow (Cl) the mother of these sons 
(A) will come (Pm)//and live (Pm) this house (G) with her 
sons (Ca). 111-We (A) have performed (Pm) all the cere-
monies (G), 112-and she (A) is coming (Pm)…’ 113-At this, 
Amaka (Cr) was (Pi) utterly shocked (At). 114-She (Be) be-
gan to tremble (Pb). 115-She (S) could no longer control 
(Pme) her emotions (Ph). 116-She (A) held (Pm) on to the 
bed (Cl), 117-so she (Be) did not faint (Pb). 118-Obiara (Pr) 
has (Pp) two sons (Pd) by another woman (Cc). 119-And he 
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(Sy) never told (Pv) her (Rv)? Impossible 120-How (Cm) 
could he (A) do (Pm) that (G) to me (Ct)? 121-She (A) was 
brought back (Pm) to herself (G) by her mother-in-law’s 
words (Cc). 122-‘My son’s wife and mother of his sons (S) 
wanted (Pme) you (Ph) [thrown out (Pm) of this house 
(Cl)]. 123-But I (Sy) told (Pv) her (Rv) 124-I (Pr) would 
have (Pp) none of it (Pd), 125-that you (G) will not be 
thrown out (Pm) 126-because you (T) are (Pi) the first wife 
(V). 127-I too (T) am (Pi) the first wife of my husband (V). 
128-So I (Sy) told (Pv) her (Rv) categorically (Cm) 129-that 
you (G) would not be thrown out (Pm). 130-‘Obiara, my 
son (Be), was surprised (Pb) at me (Ph). 131-I (Sy) said 
(Pv) to him (Rv), 132-“Why are you (Be) surprised (Pb)? 
133-I (Cr) am not (Pi) unkind to your wife (At). 134-Other 
mothers (A) would have thrown (Pm) her out, not me (G). 
135-Amaka’s mother, if she (Cr) were (Pi) in my shoes (At), 
would have thrown (Pm) her out, not me (G). 136-That 
(Cr)’s (Pi) me (At). 137-I (Cr) am (Pi) fair (At), 138-and 
there is (Pe) nobody fairer than I am (X) in this community 
of ours (Cl).” 139-‘That (Cr)’s (Pi) why (At) 140- I (Cr) 
keep (Pi) [telling (Pv) you (Rv) 141-that you (Cr) are (Pi) 
very foolish (At)], 142- that you (S) didn’t know (Pme) 
143-who your friends or enemies were (Pi) (Ph). 144-You 
(A) went (Pm) to school (G), 145-and you (Pr) have (Pp) 
this business (Pd)//that (T) is making (Pi) little money (V) 
146-so you (S) think (Pme) 147-you (S) know (Pme) ev-
erything (Ph). 148-You (S) know (Pme) absolutely (Cm) 
nothing (Ph). 149-‘The next thing (Vb) I (S) want (Pme) [to 
tell (Pv) you (Rv)] is (Pi) 150-that you (A) have done (Pm) 
nothing at all towards the advancement of my son (G) 
151-since you (A) married (Pm) him (G) six years ago (Cl). 
152-Look round (Pme) 153-and you (S) see (Pme) others 
married (Ph) at the time//you (A) were married (Pm). 154-
My son (A) has not started (Pm) [building (Pm) a house 
(G) yet (Cx)], 155-nor has he (A) done (Pm) anything for 
his age-grade (G) in this town (Cl). 156-‘And look at (Pme) 
you (Ph),//looking (Pi) younger and younger (At) every day 
(Cl) 157-while (Cl) my son (Cr) is getting (Pi) older and 
older (At) every day (Cl). 158-You and Uzoka’s daughter 
(A) got married (Pm) at the same time (Cl)]. 159-Her hus-
band and my son (Pr) belong (Pp) to the same age-grade 
(Pd), 160-they (A) started working (Pm) the same year 
(Cl). 161-Look (Pme) at him (Ph) now (Cl), 162-he (A) has 
built (Pm) himself a house (G). 163-He (A) has changed 
(Pm) his car (G) twice since then (Cl). 164-But you and my 
son (A) will continue (Pm) [to drive (Pm) the car (G)] 165-
he (A) bought (Pm) two years after his marriage to you 
(Cl)… and …’ 166-Amaka (S) no longer listened (Pme). 
167-It (Cr) was (Pi) she who (A) bought (Pm) the car (G)//
and presented (Pm) it to her husband (G). 168-One thing 
(Vb) she (Sy) begged (Pv) of him (Rv) was (Pi) 169- that he 
(Sy) should not say (Pv) 170-that she (A) bought (Pm) it 
(G). 171-It (T) was (Pi) the second year of their marriage (V) 
172-and Obiara’s Volkswagen (Cr) had (Pi) ‘knocked en-
gine’(At) 173-and there was (Pe) no money (X) [to send 
(Pm) it in for repairs (G)]. 174-So Amaka (Sy) asked (Pv) 
about the price of a Peugeot (Vb),//went (Pm) to the bank 
(G),//withdrew (Pm) all the money (G) [she (Pr) had (Pp)]//

and gave (Pm) it (G) to her husband (Rt),//and told (Pv) him 
(Rv) [[to go (Pm) and buy (Pm) a Peugeot 504 (G)]]. 175-
Her husband (S) could not believe (Pme) it (Ph). 176-He 
(Cr) was (Pi) so proud of her (At). 177-He (Sy) told (Pv) his 
friends (Rv) 178-when (Cl) they (A) came (Pm) [to see 
(Pme) the car (Ph)] 179-that his good wife (A) had bought 
(Pm) it (G). 180-Amaka (Sy) intervened (Pv)//and told 
(Pv) their friends (Rv) 181-that Obiara (Cr) was just being 
(Pi) modest (At), 182-and that in fact his rich mother (A) 
had bought (Pm) the car (G) for them (Rt). 183-When (Cl) 
the guests (A) left (Pm), 184-Obiara (Sy) asked (Pv) her 
(Rv) the meaning of the lie (Vb). 185-All she (Sy) said (Pv) 
was (Pi) 186-that (At) she (S) did not want (Pme) anybody 
(Ph) [to know (Pme)] 187-that she (A) bought (Pm) the car 
(G)]. 188-She (S) felt (Pme) 189-that people (S) might look 
down (Pme) on him (Ph). 190-‘But you (A) bought (Pm) it 
(G), Amaka. 191-I (Cr) am (Pi) proud of you (At). 192-I (A) 
married (Pm) you (G). 193-My God, how many men (Sy) 
can boast (Pv) of wives (Vb) [presenting (Pm) them (G) 
with the raw cash (Ca)] [[to buy (Pm) a Peugeot 504 (G)?]] 
194-Just tell (Pv) me (Rv).’ 195-‘I (S) know (Pme), darling. 
196-I (S) know (Pme), 197-but I (S) don’t want (Pme) peo-
ple (Ph) [to know (Pme)]. 198-Let’s (Cr) keep (Pi) it to 
ourselves (At), please.’ 199-What (Cr) then (Cl) was (Pi) her 
mother-in-law (At) [talking (Pv) about?] 200-But for her 
(Cma), Obiara (A) would have been fired (Pm) from the 
Ministry (Cl) because of his carelessness and over-trusting 
nature (Cc). 201-She it (Cr) was (Pi) who went (Pm) to his 
Permanent Secretary in Enugu (Cl)//and told (Pv) him (Rv) 
all she (S) knew (Pme) about her husband’s involvement in 
the whole matter (Ph/Cma). 202-So her husband, rather than 
losing a year’s seniority (G), was merely reprimanded 
(Pm). 203-Others who (A) were involved (Pm) [lost (Pm) 
their jobs, benefits and gratuities (G)]. 204-Many wives (A) 
bore (Pm) her grudge (G) 205-because she (A) was able to 
help (Pm) her husband (G) 206-while (Cl) they (Cr) were 
not (Pi).

Text 2 (extracted from ONE IS ENOUGH PP (138-143)
1-Izu (A) drove (Pm) in (Cl)//and parked (Pm) in the ga-
rage (Cl). 2-Amaka’s mother (Sy) welcomed (Pv) him (Rv) 
profusely (Cm),//and offered (Pm) kola and drinks (G) 
3-which Izu (A) took (Pm). 4-He (Be) was relaxed (Pb) 
among the three women (Cl). 5-The twins (Cr) were (Pi) in 
the cots (Cl), wide awake (Cm). 6-He (Pm) did not carry 
(Pm) them (G) in his arms (Cl). 7-He (A) merely (Cm) went 
(Pm) to the cots (Cl),//smiled (Pb) at them (Bh),//and sat 
down (Pm) again (Cl). 8-Then (Cl) he (A) began (Pm): 
9-‘Amaka’s mother (Rv), I (Sy) have already (Cx) told (Pv) 
the Bishop (Rv) about Amaka and myself (Vb). 10-I (A) 
cannot go back (Pm)//and unsay (Pv) those things (Vb) 
again (Cl). 11-If Amaka (S) does not want (Pme) marriage 
(Ph) now (Cl), 12-she (S) might want (Pme) it (Ph) some 
other time (Cl), 13-but she (S) has to make up (Pme) her 
mind (Ph) pretty soon (Cl)]. 14-I (Cr) am (Pi) impatient 
(At). 15-It (Cr) has been (Pi) a difficult decision for me (At) 
[to take Pm)],//and having taken (Pm) it (G), 16-I (A) can-
not go back (Pm). 17-I (A) have left (Pm) the priesthood 
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(G), 18-and what use (Cr) is (Pi) this action of mine (At) 
19-if Amaka (S) refuses (Pme) [to be (Pi) my wife (G)]. 
20-I (S) don’t want (Pme) half-measures (G). 21-I (S) know 
(Pme) of other priests (G) 22-who (A) are involved (Pm) 
like me (Cm)//and still (Cx) remain (Pi) in the priesthood 
(At). 23-Amaka (S) wants (Pme) me (Ph) [to do (Pm) that 
(G)] 24-but I (A) cannot do (Pm) it (G), 25-because I (Cr) 
am (Pi) different (At).’ 26-Nobody (Sy) spoke (Pv) 27-after 
(Cl) he (Sy) had spoken (Pv), not even Amaka’s mother. 
28-There was (Pe) a mild threat in his words (X). 29-And 
when (Cl) he (A) was gone (Pm), 30-the three women (S) 
looked at (Pme) each other (Ph) blankly (Cm). 31-Amaka’s 
mother (Be) slept (Pb) badly (Cm). 32-As for Amaka (Cma), 
she (Be) slept (Pb) very well (Cm). 33-She (A) had made 
(Pm) her decision (G) 34-and that (Cr) was (Pi) that (At). 
35-Early in the morning (Cl), Amaka’s mother (A) woke 
(Pm) her up, (G)//and spoke (Pv) softly (Cm) to her (G) for 
over ten minutes (Cx) about protection by men (Cma/Vb), 
about her own life without a husband and all that (Cma/Vb). 
36-Izu (Cr) was (Pi) a good man (At) 37-who (S) wanted 
(Pme) her (Ph) desperately (Cm) 38-and she (S) should con-
sider (Pme) him (Ph). 39-Izu (Pr) had (Pp) no one in the 
way of relations (Pd) 40-who (S) would bother (Pme) Ama-
ka (Ph) 41-if she (Cr) became (Pi) his wife (At). 42-Amaka 
(Cr) would be (Pi) in an enviable position as the wife of a 
Federal Commissioner (At). 43-She (Pr) would have (Pp) 
contracts (Pd) 44-and everyone (A) would bend over (Pm) 
backwards [to do (Pm) her will (G)]. 45-Amaka (Be) should 
not shy (Pb) away from marriage (Bh) because of her previ-
ous experiences (Cc). 46-Izu (Cr) was (Pi) a man of God 
(At)//and would not let (Pm) her down (G). 47-He (Cr) was 
(Pi) responsible (At) 48-and Amaka (S) would never regret 
(Pme) the marriage (Ph). 49-Amaka (S) listened (Pme) 50-
and when (Cl) her mother (A) finished (Pm), 51-she (Sy) 
said (Pv) nothing (Vb),//but went (Pm) to the telephone (G/
Cl)//and called (Pv) Ayo (C)//and asked (Pv) her (Rv) [to 
come (Pm) post haste (Cm)]. 52-‘Just ask (Pv) Mother (Rv) 
53-why (Cc) she (A) woke (Pm) me up (G) at five this morn-
ing (Cl). 54-Let me (Sy) say (Pv) it (Vb) again (Cl), 55-I 
(Cr) am (Pi) through with marriage (At). 56-I (A) am not 
going to marry (Pm) Izu (G). 57-Have I (A) made (Pm) 
myself clear (G), Mother?’ 58-Amaka’s mother’s back (Cr) 
was (Pi) up (At). 59-‘Amaka (Sy), who (Rv) are you (Sy) 
talking (Pv) to in that way (Cm)? 60-Now (Cl) listen (Pme) 
to me (Ph), you stupid ass (S). 61-Money indeed. 62-How 
much (Cm) are (Pi) you (Cr) worth (At)? 63-Just tell (Pv) 
me (Rv) 64-and I (Sy) shall tell (Pv) you (Rv) how much 
(Cm) I (Cr) worth (Pi) 65-When (Cl) I (A) finish (Pm) with 
you (Ca), 66-then (Cl) you (S) will know (Pme) 67-who 
(Cr) is (Pi) your mother (At). 68-Now (Cl) listen (Pme),//
listen (Pme) very carefully (Cm) to me (Ph). 69-You (A) 
will marry (Pm) Izu (G). 70-I (Be) will not die (Pb) 71-un-
til (Cx) you (A) marry (Pm) him (G). 72-So get (Pi) it 
straight (At). 73-Ayo, you (Cr) are (Pi) my witness (At). 
74-Amaka (A) will marry (Pm) Izu (G).’ 75-‘Whether she 
(S) likes (Pme) it or not (Ph)?’ 76-Ayo (Sy) asked (Pv). 77-
‘Yes, whether she (S) likes (Pme) it or not (Ph). 78-I (Cr) am 
(Pi) your mother (At), 79-and what (Vb) I (Sy) say (Pv)//is 

(Pi) what (At) 80-you (A) will do (Pm). 81-Don’t you (Pr) 
have (Pp) any sense (Pd)? 82-Didn’t you (S) hear (Pme) 
him (Ph)? 83-Amaka (S), didn’t you (S) know (Pme) 84-he 
(Cr) was (Pi) a priest of God (At) 85-when (Cl) you (Be) 
slept (Pb) with him (Ca)? 86-He (Cr) was (Pi) only good as 
lover (At), 87-as a man who (A) arranged (Pm) contracts 
(G) for you (Ct),//and not good enough (At) [to be (Pi) your 
husband (At)]? 88-I (S) thought (Pme) 89-you (A) used to 
spend (Pm) your money (G) on foolish men (Cc)//who (S) 
deceived (Pme) you (Ph)]. 90-Now (Cl) this man (A) has 
given (Pm) you (Rt) such lovely boys (G) 91-and you (Pr) 
have (Pp) the guts(Pd) [to say (Pv)], 92-“I (A) will not 
marry (Pm) him (G).” 93-You (A) will marry (Pm him (G). 
94-He (A) has left (Pm) the priesthood (G) for your sake 
(Cc). 95-You (S) will not disappoint (Pme) him (Ph). 96-
You (A) will ruin (Pm) him (G), 97-and I (A) will not stand 
by (Pm)//and let (Pm) my daughter (G) [ruin (Pm) such a 
good man (G)]. 98-Where (Cr) is (Pi) that driver (At)? 99-
Has he (A) come (Pm)?’ 100-‘I (Pr) have (Pp) my car (Pd). 
101-I (A) can take (Pm) you (G) 102-wherever (Cl) you (S) 
want (Pme) [to go (Pm)],’ 103-said (Pv) Ayo (Sy), 104-
who (S) knew (Pme) [her mother better than Amaka did] 
(Ph). 105-Their mother (A) would carry out (Pm) the threat 
(G) 106-even if Izu (S) changed (Pme) his mind (Ph).’ 107-
‘Then (Cl) take (Pm) me (G) to Izu’s house (Cl).’ ‘Mother! 
’ 108-‘I (Sy) say (Pv) [take (Pm) me (G) to his house (Cl)]. 
109-You (S) heard (Pme) me (Ph). 110-I (Pr) didn’t have 
(Pp) water (Pd) in my mouth (Cl) 111-when (Cl) I (Sy) 
spoke (Pv) to you (Rv). 112-To Izu’s house (Cl), or do you 
(S) want (Pme) me (Ph) [to take (Pm) a taxi (G)]?’ 
113-‘Mother, please sit down (Pm) 114-and let’s (Cr) get 
(Pi) our bearings correct (At) 115-before (Cl) we (A) take 
(Pm) a false step (G).’ 116-‘Are you (Sy) taking (Pm) me or 
not (Rv)? 117-You (S) know (Pme) 118-I (A) can hire (Pm) 
a car (G). 119-Are you (Sy) bluffing (Pv)?’ 120-Ayo (Be) 
smiled (Pb) in spite of the seriousness of the whole thing 
(Cc). 121-As for Amaka (Cma), she (Sy) said (Pv) nothing 
(Vb). 122-Nanny (Cr) was (Pi) somewhere in the kitchen 
(At/Cl). 123-She (S) heard (Pme) everything (Ph)//but pre-
tended (Pme) [not to hear (Pme)]. 124-‘I (A) am going 
(Pm) [to show (Pm) you (G) 125-that I (Cr) am (Pi) your 
mother (At) 126-and that you (A) do (Pm) 127-what (Vb) I 
(Sy) say (Pv), 128-because what I (Sy) say (Pv)//is (Pi) the 
right thing (At) at all times (Cl). 129-I (T) never make (Pi) 
mistakes (V).’ 130-And with this (Ca), she (A) got (Pm) her-
self (G) into the back seat of her daughter’s car (Cl),//and 
planted (Pm) herself (G) very solidly (Cm) there (Cl). 131-
‘You (S) want (Pme) [to make (Pc) me your driver (At)]?’ 
132-Ayo (Sy) said (Pv),//trying (Pm) [to release (Pm) the 
tension a bit (G). 133-‘You (S) never know (Pme) 134-
when (Cl) one (Cr) is (Pi) serious (At). 135-Go on (Pm), 
136-start (Pm) your car (G).’ 137-‘I (Sy) wonder (Pv) 
138-whether they (A) will let (Pm) us (G) in this early in the 
morning (Cl).’ 139-Said (Pv) Ayo (Sy). 140-‘When (Cl) I 
(Sy) tell (Pv) them (Rv) 141-that I (Cr) am (Pi) Amaka’s 
mother (At)? 142-What (Vb) are you (Sy) talking (Pv) 
about (Cma) ?’ 143-Ayo (A) drove on (Pm). 144-She (Sy) 
wondered (Pv) what (Vb) 145-her mother (A) was going 
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(Pm) [to say (Pv) to Izu (Rv)]. 146-She (S) felt (Pme) for 
Amaka (Ph). 147-But, come (Pm) [to think (Pme) of it 
(Ph)], 148-she (S) thought (Pme), 149-Amaka (A) could 
have (Pm) a divorce (G) 150-if she (A) fails (Pm) in this 
marriage (G). 151-Her mother (Cr) was (Pi) right (At) in 
[saying (Pv)] 152- that she (Pr) has (Pp) everything [to gain 
(Pm)] and nothing [[to lose (Pm)]] (Pd). 153-She (S) under-
stood (Pme) Amaka’s point of view (Ph), of course (Cm)– 
154-the old adage that ‘once bitten twice shy’ (Cr) was (Pi) 
correct in Amaka’s case (At). 155-She (A) could give (Pm) 
a try though (G), 156-especially as (Cm) this case (Cr) was 
(Pi) a very special one (At). 157-Yet she (Pr) had (Pp) her 
doubts (Pd). 158-The marriage (A) was not going to work 
(Pm). 159-She (S) knew (Pme) it (Ph), 160- because Amaka 
(A) was not going to work (Pm) hard for it (G). 161-They 
(Sy) had to announce (Pv) their names (Vb) at the gate (Cl), 
162-and then (Cl) the watchman (A) threw (Pm) the gate 
[open (Pm)] (G) to them (Ct). 163-It (G) was done (Pm) in 
such a way (Cm) 164-that Ayo (S) could not help thinking 
(Pme) 165-that the gateman (Rv) had been briefed (Pv). 
166-They (G) were shown (Pm) into the sitting room (Cl)//
and sat down (Pm). 167-Something (A) pricked (Pm) Ayo 
(G) 168-as (Cm) she (A) sat down (Pm). 169-She (S) felt 
(Pme) around//and discovered (Pm) 170- that it (Cr) was 
(Pi) an ear-ing (At). 171-She (A) quickly (Cm) put (Pm) it 
(G) in her handbag (Cl). 172-‘What (Cr) is (Pi) that (At)?’ 
173-Her mother’s ever-watchful eye (A) had caught (Pm) 
the movement (G). 174-‘Oh just a match (G) I (S) was using 
(Pm) [to pick (Pm) my ear (G)].’ 175-Then (Cl) Izu (A) 
came out (Pm) of his bedroom (Cl)//and welcomed (Pv) 
them (Rv) heartily (Cm). 176-He (A) offered (Pm) them 
(Rt) drinks (G), 177-and Amaka’s mother (Sy) said (Pv) 
178-she (S) wanted (Pme) some schnapps (Ph). 179-‘Moth-
er (Rv),’ he (Sy) said (Pv) in his sweet way (Cm), 180-and 
that (Cr) was (Pi) the first time (At) 181-he (Sy) had called 

(Pv) her (Rv) ‘mother’(Vb). 182-‘Ayo, my daughter (S), did 
you (S) hear (Pme) him (Ph)? 183-My son, you (Sy) have 
called (Pv) me (Rv) mother (Vb). 184-I (Cr) am (Pi) your 
mother (At), my son (Rv).’ 185-‘Mother (Rv), I (Pr) have no 
(Pp) schnapps (Pd). 186-I (A) live (Pm) the life of a man 
without a wife, a bachelor’s life as the English say (G)’ 187-
‘All right, whisky (A) will do (Pm), 188-but schnapps (Cr) 
is (Pi) better (At).’ 189-A new bottle of whisky (G) was 
brought (Pm) in (Cl) on a tray (Cm) by Izu himself (A). 
190-Amaka’s mother (A) poured (Pm) libations (G), [im-
plying (Pm) that both families (A) had been joined (Pm) 
together (G) already (Cx)], 191-and this (Ph) pleased (Pme) 
Izu (S) very much (Cm). 192-Like a well-brought up person 
(Cm), he (A) waited (Pm) for his would-be mother-in-law 
[to start (Pm)] (G). 193-Ayo (A) sat (Pm) glumly (Cm) 
194-as if she (Cr) was (Pi) merely a spectator (At). 195-
‘When (Cl) do you (S) want (Pme) [to marry (Pm) my 
daughter (G)]?’ 196-Ayo (A) sat up (Pm). 197-She (Cr) was 
(Pi) startled (At). 198-Even Izu (Cr) was (Pi) taken-aback 
(At). 199-But he (S) wanted (Pme) Amaka (Ph), 200-he (S) 
needed (Pme) her (Ph). 201-So he (Sy) said (Pv): 202-‘As 
soon as (Cl) she (S) agrees (Pme) [to marry (Pm) me (G)]. 
203-We (A) shall have (Pm) the native ritual first (G)//then 
(Cl) allow (Pm) a reasonable time before the church cere-
mony (G). 204-You (S) know (Pme) it all (Ph). 205-We (A) 
have (Pm) [to give (Pm) people (Rt) time (G) [to recover 
(Pm) from their shock over Amaka and I (G)]. 206-This (T) 
is (Pi) the society (V) 207-that we all (Pd) belong to (Pp) 
208-and we (S) have to recognize (Pme) the norm (Ph). 
209-So she (A) has come round (Pm) at last (Cl)? 210-I 
(Sy) must thank (Pv) you, Mother (Rv). 211-I (S) knew 
(Pme) 212-all (Cr) would be (Pi) well (At).’ 213-He (A) 
went (Pm) into the other room (Cl) 214-because the tele-
phone (Sy) rang (Pv), 215-and when (Cl) he (A) came out 
(Pm) 216-Ayo and her mother (A) were already (Cx) stand-
ing (Pm), ready (At) [to leave (Pm)].


